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 How to paint a recession&hellip;? a Galway artist gives it his best shot - and gets a whole lot off his chest in the
process! In a major new satirical work Galway painter Mike Flannery features all of the players in our National drama of
the last number of years, and includes more symbolism than you can shake a stick at, in his powerful new work entitled
&ldquo;In the Land of the Blind the One-Eyed Man is King&rdquo;. Better known for his large seascapes (click to view
some examples ), Flannery here commits to canvas a fanciful and chaotic scene of demonstration and spectacle. He has
been personally moved to join various recent public demonstrations, and he here vents his ire in paint. Included are
humorous and clever caricatures of members of Dáil Éireann, the Troika, Journalists, Bankers, among others. Currently on
show at the Kenny Gallery, Galway, Flannery&rsquo;s large painting &lsquo;Land of the Blind&hellip;&rsquo;  retails at
&euro;7,500. It is now also available as a strictly limited, signed and numbered photographic reproduction. Seventy-five
prints measuring 30x20in are available to order for &euro;150.00 each from The Kenny Gallery .  MIKE FLANNERY -
Artist's NoteI was born in Galway city on Irelands' west coast, a city steeped in maritime history. Galway is situated on
the banks of the River Corrib, where the great trout lakes of carra, mask and corrib drain to the sea. Connemara
stretches to the west and the majestic Clare hills lie to the south, an anglers paradise. The sea and the marine
environment has always played an intrinsic part in my life, angling along the western coastline has instilled a great
appreciation of the natural beauty that surrounds us all.The wild, rugged Atlantic coastline with its myriad of bays, inlets
and tidal lagoons has offered a life-time of inspiration for generations of Irish artists.  For me, the thrills of watching huge
unhindered waves crashing ashore, pounding, eroding and re-shaping this isle provide an endless subject. Only when
one is truly immersed in their surroundings, that one is free to enjoy what is, all too often taken for granted.Angling has
given me the opportunity of witnessing the sea at its most tempestuous and gentle, to both the terrifying to the awe-
inspiring.  I have been dwarfed by mighty 50 foot waves when facing storm-force eleven conditions aboard a small boat in
clew bay.  I have watched  as evening faded into darkness where each cresting wave glowed green, by waters enriched
with phosphorescent plankton and I have been fortunate to witness a magnificent display of the aurora over silver
strand.My paintings are the result of an obsessive compulsion to explore the beauty and solitude of Nature. Hours spent
walking over rough terrain, along with the constant falls, cuts, bruises and near drownings , serve as battle scars and
give a sense of  excitement to memories. I feel a great desire to capture on canvas the very essence of the sea when
words alone fail, to do it justice.In the great words of wisdom by some fool; "the sea goes the whole way around the
island" and I for one will remain eternally grateful.
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